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I. INTRODUCTION

This
report,
sponsored
by
the
Federal
Highway
Administration,
describes
the
construction
sequence
for
installing three roadside safety hardware devices.
They
included 10-gauge guardrail on project HES 0003(35), the
Brakemaster End Terminal system on Project CX-0082-27, and the
Crash-Cushion Attenuating Terminal (CAT) system on Project SR
( eX)

0008 ( 3) •

II. BACKGROUND

The first device installed was the Type 3, 10-gauge W-beam
guardrail, which is the same as standard l2-gauge W-beam
guardrail except heavier. The standard W-beam used in Colorado
often gets damaged by snowplowing operations and has to be
replaced.
By evaluating 10-gauge guardrail under real
conditions, the department will decide i ts effectiveness in
minimizing replacement costs compared to l2-gauge guardrail.
The location of the 10 and l2-gauge guardrail is on state
Highway 24 about 20 miles south of Vail (Location Map, Page
17).
The railing begins on Battle Mountain Pass (Photos Al &
A2 ) and extends south to the north end of Camp Hale (Photo A3) .
Brakemaster, manufactured by Energy Absorption Systems
Inc., and the CAT, manufactured by Syro Steel, are guardrail
end terminals. They are designed for easy installation and low
maintenance, and they are economical.
The locations of the Brakemaster End Terminals are south
of Glenwood Springs on state Highway 82 at approximately the
following mileposts: 2.5, 3.5, 5.2, 6.3, 11.9, and 12.2.
The
CAT system is in place on State Highway 8 and State Highway 285
just e ast of Morrison.
-1-

Cruz ~onstruction of Colorado Springs installed the 10gauge guardrail and section of l2-gauge guardrail during June
1990.
Gonzales Construction of Dolores, Colorado, installed
the Brakemasters during late July 1990; Haco Construction of
Denver installed the CAT system in early October 1990.
III. lO-GAUGE GUARDRAIL

On the la-gauge guardrail job, the contractor's crew
started by removing as much of the existing rail as they could
replace during the work day. For the entire job, this amounted
to a total of about 8,344 linear feet of Type 1 (cable) and 288
feet of Type 3 (Sketch, Page 18).
This removal also included
about 31 end anchors.
They replaced this railing with the following planned
quantities:
5,350
linear feet
of
la-gauge galvanized
guardrail, 4,150 linear feet of la-gauge corrosion resistant
guardrail, and 1,325 feet of l2-gauge corrosion resistant
guardrail.
Corrosion resistant guardrail, also referred to as selfrusting steel, weathering steel, or self-weathering steel is
steel that resists or opposes oxidation.
It is often used
aesthetically, because its reddish-brown surface blends with
the landscape.
For a more detailed description of corrosion resistant
steel, refer to ASTM designation A588, "High-Strength Low-Alloy
Structural Steel. II
AASHTO M222 also describes the same
standard specification for corrosion resistant steel.
Located as follows:
la-gauge galvanized guardrail begins
at M.P. 149.93 and ends at M.P. 153.46, and la-gauge corrosion
-2-

resistant guardrail begins at M.P. 153.79 and ends at M.P.
158.46.
Most of this railing is on the west side of the road
vlhere there is mainly fill slope.
A control section of 12gauge corrosion resistant railing is on the east side of the
road from M.P. 158.01 to M.P. 158.26 (Location Map, Page 17).
This control section is in one of those few areas where there
is filIon the east side of the road.
To begin the installation, the posts first had to be
dr i ven into the ground.
The contractor did this with a post
driver or "punch truck."
This mechanical device is simply a
truck with a bed-mounted hydraulic apparatus used for driving
posts (Photo A4).
From his seat and control panel, the punch
truck operator drove the posts at their required spacing and
depth.
Initially, one problem encountered in driving the steel
posts was that the fill slopes were very rocky.
This made it
difficult to drive the posts directly into the ground and keep
them square with the road. What the operator did to solve this
problem was to drive a sleeve first, then a laborer could drop
the steel post into the hole.
One other observation made while installing the la-gauge
guardrail was that the panels, being heavier, also took more
time in handling (Photo A5).
Each 25-foot panel of 10-gauge
corrosion resistant steel weighs 221 pounds compared to 12gauge that weighs 170 pounds; galvanized panels weigh 234 and
185 pounds respectively. Panels also were difficult to install
around tight curves where, being less flexible, they had a
tendency to kink.

and

Because of the problems mentioned, both the superintendent
project
engineer estimated that installing la-gauge
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guardrail versus the 12-gauge took about 15 percent more time.
considering this, they installed an average of about 900 feet
of 10-gauge guardrail per day. Along with increased labor time
in using 10-gauge guardrail it also was more expensive.
using
it cost an average of 6 to 9 percent more per 1 inear foot
compared to 12-gauge railing.
The bid price for installing 2,575 feet of railing at 6'3" post spacing was $12 per linear foot, and to install 8,250
feet of railing at 12'-6" post spacing cost $9 per linear foot.
These unit prices came off the bid tabulation sheet.
The
guardrail costs, provided by the supplier, Trinity Industries
Inc., follow.
Ten gauge corrosion resistant guardrail cost
$3.25 a linear foot, 10-gauge galvanized guardrail cost $3.15 a
linear foot, and 12-gauge corrosion resistant guardrail $2.95 a
linear foot.
According to Colorado Standard Plans, posts spaced at 6'3" centers normally are for design speeds of 50 mph and over.
Posts spaced at 12'-6" centers are specified for
tangents or
curves with radii over 200 feet where the design speed is less
than 50 mph.
IV. BRAKEMASTER END TERMINAL SYSTEM

The Brakemaster End Terminal, designed for use in lowfrequency impact areas and for easy installation, is another
safety device under evaluation (Sketch, Page 19).
At a bid
price of $5000 per terminal, this system's construction
includes W-beam guardrail panels and a braking mechanism (Photo
Bl, - Sketch, Page 20).
The design is such that the terminal
moves back telescopically during a head-on impact bringing a
Brakemaster also can redirect
vehicle to a controlled stop.
vehicles in low angle side hits.
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Preparation for installing the Brakemaster End Terminals
began during the week of July 22. This included the contractor
having to dig six, 5 feet deep by 2 feet diameter holes at the
head of each terminal section.
Filled with concrete, these
bases hold the embedded terminal anchors (Photo B2).
This job
took about two days to complete.
On the following Monday, the contractor began assembling
the terminals. They installed four that day and possibly could
have installed all six had it not been for a problem
encountered with two of the anchors.
The two anchors in question had come from the manufacture
with a slight fabricating error. The error was that the sleeve
pipes came positioned on the uprights about one-half an inch
lower than they should have (Sketch, Page 21).
This made
attaching the nuts to the threaded end of the cable assembly
impossible. To solve this problem, the contractor chiseled out
the concrete around the anchors.
Doing this provided enough
clearance to accommodate the nuts (Photo B3) .
The next day, Tuesday, an engineer flew out from Energy
Absorption I s California facility to inspect the anchors and
concrete bases. He concluded that they would be acceptable to
use as they were.
Upon receiving the engineers approval, the
contractor then completed the job by installing the two
remaining end terminals.
that fasten to the
All six terminals have transitions
ends of concrete barrier (Photo B4). These transitions consist
of two overlapping W-beam guardrail panels
on each side,
giving the section added strength. The steel posts (Photo B5),
spaced approximately 3 feet apart, support the weight of the
transition panels (Photo B6).
-5-

Physically, the terminals are on horizontal alignments
that vary slightly from almost straight to a gentle curvature.
They are in narrow medians in bidirectional four-lane traffic
where the road is almost flat (Photo B7).

v.

CRASH-CUSHION ATTENUATING TERMINAL (CAT) SYSTEM

Tuesday, October 16, 1990, Haco Construction started
installing the CAT system (Sketch, Page 22).
This job began
with the contractor first having to remove an existing end
treatment (Photo C1).
They first started by unscrewing the
nuts and bolts from the panels and posts, easily done with a
set of crescent wrenches. Then they removed the embedded posts
from the ground.
After removing the old end treatment, the crew began the
terminal assembly.
They first started by driving the holes
wi th the punch truck and then dropping the posts into the
ground.
They also used the punch truck to drive a required
sleeve with vertical soil plate over each post (Photo C2).
Driving this sleeve plate worked out fine because of the soft
clayey soil.
Lastly, they attached the panels and hardware to
the post.
Haco's removal of the existing terminal system and
installation of the new CAT system (Photo C3) took about a day
and a half to complete.
This all at a bid price of $6510,
$4000 of which they spent on the system itself.
This system is on the north side of the bridge approach
(Photo C4).
It is in the middle of a two-lane road that
carries bidirectional traffic.
The median that separates the
two lanes is 5.5 feet wide.
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VI. IN-SERVICE EVALUATION

An in-service evaluation will be conducted on the devices'
performance over the next two years.
This will involve
periodic inspections to document any problems or advantages
that may be seen.
It also will include investigating any
accidents that might affect the function and purpose of any of
the devices.
This safety evaluation will be monitored with the help of
maintenance crews who work these particular sections of highway
where the devices are located. They are aware of the study and
have agreed to notify the Research Branch of any problems
involving the terminals or guardrail.
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APPENDIX A
10-GAUGE GUARDRAIL PHOTOS

Photo Ai.

Photo A2.

View of Battle Mountain Pass.

lO-gauge galvanized guardrail on Battle
Mountain Pass.
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Photo A3.

lO-gauge corrosion resistant guardrail
with view of Camp Hale in the background.

Photo A4.

Back end of the "Punch Truck."
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Photo A5.

Two men positioning a guardrail panel
for installation.
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APPENDIX B
BRAKEKASTER END TERMINAL PHOTOS

...- •

Photo B1.

Photo B2 .

Brakemaster's braking mechanism.

Top view of embedded terminal anchor.
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Photo B3.

Photo B4.

Side view of embedded terminal anchor.

Brakemaster transition section fastened to
concrete barrier.
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Photo B5.

Photo B6.

A steel post in the transition section.

The transition section with overlapping
panels on each side.
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Photo B7 .

Completed Brakemaster End Terminal.
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APPENDIX C
CRASH-CUSHION END TERMINAL PHOTOS

Photo C1.

Photo C2.

Crew removing old end treatment.

vertical soil plate and sleeve that is
placed over wooden post.
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Photo C3.

Side view of Crash-Cushion Attenuating
Terminal (CAT) system.

Photo C4.

Front view of CAT Terminal.
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